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- Understanding the origin of the universe, solar system and the Earth
- Understanding Components of the Earth's crust (Minerals and rocks
- Understanding Geologic processes and geomorphic features

- Understanding the principles of historical geology

 (:
-:

By the end of this course it is expected that students would be able to achieve the following
goals:

- Define the origin of the universe, solar system and the Earth . -.
- Study components of the Earth's crust, different types of minerals and rocks . -.
- Define endogenetic and exogenitic processes controlling the modification of the .-.

Earths surface
- Define principles of historical geology and the distributions fossils in different . -.

ages of the geologic time scale
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By the end of this course it is expected that students would be able to achieve the following
goals:

- Learn different principles of processes producing landscape of .-.
the Earth's surface

- Differentiate between different types of rocks and minerals . -.
- Identify the fossils characterizes different periods of the . - . geologic

time scale

-
By the end of this course it is expected that students would be able to achieve the following
goals:

- Learn the different types of landscape using the topographic maps .-.
- Differentiate between different types of rocks and minerals in field exercise .-.
- Identify the fossils characterizes different periods of the geologic .-.

time scale

-
By the end of this course it is expected that students would be able to achieve the following
goals:

–Learn how to search for topics using library and internet resources

–-Working in a group and learn time management
-Present a short topic in a written form and orally

(:



Introduction and origin of the Earth
Internal structure of the Earth and plate tectonics

Minerals and rocks
Earthquakes and Volcanoes

Geologic processes and geomorphic features
Principles of historical geology

Precambrian Era
Paleozoic Era and its geologic periods
Mesozoic Era and its geologic periods
Cenozoic Era and its geologic periods
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–lectures

–Practical classes

–Problem Solving

–Field Trips
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1- ). Iain Thornton(1983) Applied environment geochemistry. Department of Geology,

Imperial College,London,U.K.

2- Arthur L.Bloom,(1998).Geomor phology.
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3- P.B.Shahani.(1976)Advanced surveying.

4- Brewer,R.F.( 1966): Diagnostic criteria for plants and soils.Uni-California. Division
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Report.Washington,DC.
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(

- Datashow interfaced with a computer connected to the internet

- Financial support for one field trips
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